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High-temperature oxidation literature is concerned
mainly with isothermal testing. This has led to a large
body of oxide growth and transport property data.
However, most applications for high-temperature
materials are cyclic. During cyclic oxidation the degree of
spalling is as important in estimating total metal loss as
the growth rate of the oxide is in determining metal
consumption (ref. 1). Oxidation studies at Lewis have
focused on cyclic testing, both furnace and burner rig.
The goal of these studies is to evaluate the mechanisms of
material degradation in order to formulate cyclic
oxidation models for predicting life (ref. 1).
As these studies proceeded, standard testing methods
were developed (refs. 1 to 6) and a large body of cyclic
oxidation data was collected. Some of these data have
been reported as the results of specific investigations, but
most have never found their way into print. To make
these data useful to as many interested members of the
oxidation research community as possible, Lewis is
publishing a series of cyclic oxidation handbooks. This
first volume contains specific-weight-change-versus-time
data and available X-ray diffraction results derived from
high-temperature cyclic tests on high-temperature, high-
strength nickel-base 7/7' and cobalt-base turbine alloys.
Table I lists these alloys in the order in which the data are
presented. The details of testing, deriving, and analyzing
the data are discussed in reference 7.
The data are presented in the following manner: each
page summarizes a complete test on a given alloy sample.
The heading on each page gives the test conditions and
the nature of the alloy. The number in the upper right
corner of the page completely codes and identifies the test
for computer processing. For example, with 02-04-
019-115-1, 02 means nickel base; 04 means commercial
cast 7/7' alloys; and 019 designates the alloy (in this case
TAZ-8A). The last four numbers (115-1) are unique and
refer to the Lewis test run and test position.
Under the descriptive heading the specific-weight-
change-versus-time data are both plotted and listed.
X-ray diffraction data are listed where available. The
results are separated into surface data and spall data. The
phases are given in decreasing order of intensity. If the
matrix can be identified through the scale this
information is included. If the X-ray results were
obtained after various times, they are listed from the
shortest to the longest test times. Table II lists the sample
surface conditions that might qualify the results. Because
a "standard surface" was analyzed in most cases, there
were no interpretive problems. The spall results also have
five qualifiers (table II). The biggest problem here was in
possible cross-spall—particularly from samples tested in
adjacent tubes for a given run. Some of these problems
are discussed in references 4 and 7.
Three major types of oxide scaling product are formed
during oxidation (table III). First, there are the various
discrete oxides such as the protective A^C^ and Cr2O3,
spall inhibitors like Y2O3 and ZrO2, and minor
constituent oxides including MoC>2 and CoWO4. Second,
there is a class of solid-solution cubic oxides termed
spinels. Finally, there is a rutile/tri-rutile tetragonal oxide
consisting of Ti and the refractory metals Ta, Cb, W, and
Mo. The 21 discrete oxides listed in the first part of
table III range from the commonly found Cr2O$, NiO,
and Al2C>3 to the less common CoMoO4.
The cubic oxides, termed spinels, are listed by their
lattice parameter values in angstroms. Generally, the
three lower values (8.05, 8.10, and 8.15 A) denote
aluminate spinels like NiAl2C>4. Spinels with values
ranging from 8.25 to 8.40 A are usually chromites like
NiCr2C>4. Spinels with values close to 8.50 A are usually
spinels with high manganese content.
A third type of oxide has a tetragonal structure
containing titanium or refractory metals and is classed as
rutile/tri-rutile. This general category of oxides includes
tapiolite (ref. 3) with a general composition of Ni, Fe,
Co(Nb, Ta, Mo, W) O2; rutiles such as TiC>2, TaC>2,
AlTaO4, CrTaO4, and CrNbO4; and tri-rutiles with a
general composition of Ni, Co, Fe(Ta, NB)O4. These
subcategories are difficult to distinguish, especially in
small amounts, and here they are differentiated by the
lattice spacing (i.e., d-value of the (110) plane). In
addition, there may be occasional diffraction lines that
cannot be associated with one of these three phases. The
d-values of up to four diffraction lines can be listed in
order of decreasing intensity.
The test data are presented in looseleaf form in alloy
alphabetical order, first for the nickel-base and'then for
the cobalt-base systems. The individual alloy data are
shown from high to low temperatures and from short to
long cycle times (i.e., assumed decreasing order of test
severity) and the sequence from lowest to highest
numbered runs. It is planned to print supplements to this
handbook when sufficient data become available.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio, September 14, 1983
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Sample lost in furnace
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TABLE III.—OBSERVED OXIDES FORMED IN CYCLIC OXIDATION OF Fe-
Ni-, AND CO-BASE ALLOYS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AS































MeM2O4 (cubic) denoted by
lattice parameter, a0:
8.05, 8.10, 8.15 A— Aluminate
spinels
8.20 to 8.40 A— Chromite
spinels
8.45 to 8.50 AManganate
spinels
Tetragonal denoted by lattice
spacing, d, on (1 10):
3.25 to 3.27 A— TiO2
3.27 to 3.34 A— Cr (refractory
metal)O4
3.34 to 3.36 A— Ni. Fe, Co


















JCPDS-17-617 or 15-866 or 29-733
JCPDS 17-617, 15-866
Where Me is Fe, Ni, or Co and












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150'C 1 .OOhr CYCLES
02-04-001-041-1
100.OOhr TEST 6.500mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
1 1 1 1 1 1
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS


























UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
3.26A.










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS • 02-04-001-078-2
1150'C 1.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST (5.480mn THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I J I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr


















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS ' 02-04-001-078-2



















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-095-1
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 3.2!8mni THICK






I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr






















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-095-1

















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-095-2
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 3.253ne THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr
70 80 90 100
Ni BASE
B-1900
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
HSO'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-001-101-3
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.732mm THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 . 60
TIME.hr
70 80 90 100
Hi BASE
B-1900





1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.738mm THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I
10. .20 30 40 SO 60
TIHE.hr











Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS






























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-001-107-4
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.741nra THICK STATIC AIR



































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-107-5
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.710mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS






























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-123-1
.1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.283mm THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr








COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
ItSO'C l.OOhr CtCLES
02-04-001-123-2
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.285on THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA





















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr












1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 1.142mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
J I J I I J I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-123-4








FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
SPALL
100 hr







COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-123-5
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.288no THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I J_ I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TlME.hr











Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS



































'COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-123-6
1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 1.141mm THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
HSO'C I.OOhr CTCIES
02-04-001-128-1
ICO.OOhr TEST 3.302o« THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 £0
TlME.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMHA PRIME-ALLOTS 02-04-001-528-2
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100:.00hr TEST 3.302«» THICK STATIC AIR
























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-130-1
USO'C 1 .OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST l.HOoB THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-001-130-2
lOO.OOhr TEST 1.140am THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I J L J I I
10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIHE.hr





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-130-2





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-130-3
1150'C I.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.285mm THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-130-4
1150'C --l:.00hr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 6.505nn THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-130-5
1150'C I.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST i.SUrno THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I J I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS



































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-130-6
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.290nn> THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE.DATA..
I I I I
10 20 30 SO 60
TIME.hr






















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOlfS 02-04-001-130-6




















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-146-5
1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 3.251om IHICK






























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-204-4
•1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.321mm THICK




I I I I L
10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr
























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-204-4






















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-221-1
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.700na THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA











10 20 30 40 50 6
TII1E.hr
70 80 90 100
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMNA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS

















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-001-221-1

















COMMERCIAL CAS1 GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-001-221-5
lOO.OOhr TEST 6.353mm THICK »O.SI. STATIC AIR















10 20 30 43 SO 60
TIHE.hr













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-001-221-5














SPINEL. a 0 =8.10A.
TRI(RUTILE),d(110»3.30A.
TRKRUTILE).d<110X3.30A.













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-328-1
1150'C l.OOhrCTCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.3l8oo THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I
10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS


































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-OOI-32J-2
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.334nn THICK STATIC AIR

















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-321-2























CONMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-001-328-1
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.318«» THICK STATIC AIR






10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-326-1












. N i 0













MSO'C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.318.. THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I
10 20 30 40 SO 60
TINE.hr



























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS









FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-001-337-4














COHNERCIAL CAST 6AMHA/6AHHA PR I HE ALLOTS
IIOO'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-001-002-4
lOO.OObr TEST 4.500«« THICK STATIC AIRITH 0-7484)
0.5,












10 20 30 40 SO 60
TlnE.br































































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-103-3
1100'C I.OOhr CrCLES lOOO.OOfir TEST 6.240m THICK STATIC AIR



















































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C I.OOhr CTCLES 1000.OOhr TEST
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr 500 hr
SURFACE NOT SATISFACTORY-NO XRD COLLECTED SPALL
NiO
TRKRUTILE) . d (11 0 »3 .30A .
SPINEL. a0=8.35A.
TRKRUTILE). d( 11 0)i3 .30A .
600 hr 600 hr
SURFACE NOT SATISFACTORY-NO XRD COLLECTED SPALL
NiO
TRKRUTILE).0(110)13.30'A.








COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-103-4
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 1000.OOhr TEST 6.240r« THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-O.Ofjfi
u -10.0
-20.0 I I I
100 200 300 400 500 600
TlME.hr










































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-103-4
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 1000.OOhr TEST, 6.240un THICK STATIC AIR
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr • 500 hr






600 hr 600 hr




SPINEL. a c = 8 . 2 S A .









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-103-5
1100'C l. O O h r CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 6.240mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I
10 20 30 40 SO 60
TlME.hr























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-103-5
1100'C l . O O h r CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 6.240nn THICK STATIC AIR
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr 500 hr
SURFACE NOT SATISFACTORY-NO XRD COLLECTED SPALL
N i O
TRI(RUTILE).d(110)i3.30A.





600 hr 600 hr
S U R F A C E NOT S A T I S F A C T O R T - N O XRD COLLECTED SPALL
N i O
T R K R U T I L E ) ,d( 11 0»3 .30A .
T R I ( R U T I L E ) . d ( 1 1 0 ) S 3 . 3 0 A .




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMIM/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-0(11-103-7
1100'C I.OOhr CTCLES 1000.OOhr TEST 6.240M THICK STATIC AIR
































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
UOO'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-001-115-3
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.773nn THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-0.0
- -0.5
J I J L I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS

































COMMERCIAL CAST 6AHW6AHHA PR IHE ALLOTS
IIOO'C I.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-001-115-4
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.9lOu THICK STATIC AIR


























10 20 30 40 50 £0
TIHE.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C 1.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-001-184-6
500.OOhr TEST 2.321 on THICK STATIC AIR









50 100 150 200 250 300
T l M E . h r

















































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l . O O h r CTCLES 500.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-001-186-6

















A I 2 0 3
NiO
SPINEL. a c = 8 . 3 5 A .
T R K R U T H E ) .d (110) i3 .30A.
500 hr
COLLECTED SPALL







COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-190-5
UOO'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.306» THICK




o o o o







































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-190-5




















COMMERCIAL CAST GAHnA/GAHNA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-231-5
1100'C 20.OOhr CYCLES 500.OOhr TEST J.331»« THICK STATIC AIR































































COMHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-231-5





















COnNERCIAL CAST GAMNA/GANNA PR1HE ALLOTS
1100'C SO.OObr CTCLES
02-04-001-238-5
SOO.OOhr TEST 2.325*1 THICK STATIC AIR
-0.0.
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-2.5
-5.0




























CONNERCIAL CAST GAHNA/GANNA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-238-5





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-276-4
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES SOO.OOhr TEST 2.319ni» THICK STATIC AIR
























































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-001-276-6






















COMMERCIAL CAST 6AHMA/SAHMA PHI HE ALLOTS 02-04-001-324-2
1100'C l.OObr CYCLES 20D.OOhr TEST 2.333«« THICK STATIC AIR
0.5,











































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-324-2























COMMERCIAL CAST 6AMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-327-1
IIOO'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.340i« THICK









































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-327-1

















COI1I1ERCIAI CAST 6AMHA/6AMHA PRIttE ALLOTS
UOO'C l.OObr CTCLES
02-04-001-334-4
200.00hr TEST 2.317«« THICK STATIC AIR




































































COMMERCIAL CAST 6AMNA/GAHHA PRIME ALLOTS









FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-001-336-4














COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1093*C 1 .OOhr CTCLES
02-04-001-096-2
100.OOhr TEST 3.251»» THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
J I I I I I I I I

























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-096-2

















COHIIERCUL CAST GAKNA/CAnNA PRIHE ALLOTS
1093'C l .OOhr CTCLES
02-04-001-143-3
l O O . O O b r TEST 3.277i« THICK STATIC AIR
0.2.

























10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIflE.br




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1038'C 1 .OOhr CYCLES
02-04-001-098-1
100.OOhr TEST 3.302»« THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0.0
-0.5
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-001-098-1
















COMMERCIAL CAST CAHHA/CAdnA PRItlE ALLOTS 02-04-OOI-09B-2
1038*C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 3.302.. THICK
0.3.














10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.ftr















COHHERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PR I HE ALLOTS 02-04-001-006-6
1000'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 6.500** THICK
0.3













10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr



























































































































NO SIGNIFICANT SPALL OBSERVED
0(110)13.30A.









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-002-323-3
1150'C l.OOhrCTCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.310mm THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANCE DATA
I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr






















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIHE ALLOYS 02-04-002-323-3

























1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.342mm THICK STATIC AIR




































0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME.hr
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-002-190-4


















CONNERCIAL CAST 6AMNA/6AHMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C t.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-002-324-3
200.00hr TEST 2.330.. THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANCE DATA
0.0
2 -1.0




































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-002-326-3




















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-003-041-6
1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.408mn THICK STATIC AIR














10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-003-041-6

























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
. . IISO'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-003-095-3
75.00hr TEST 3.230oo THICK STATIC AIR




10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr

















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-095-3















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
IISO'C I.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-003-105-1
90.00hr TEST 2.620mn THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
o. -250.
-500.





















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-105-2
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.625«a THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I 1 I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr




















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-105-2
















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-127-1
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 12.700B" THICK




























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS • -- 02-04-003-127-2
1150'C I.OOhr CTCLES 60.00(ir TEST !2.700n THICK STATIC AIR



















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.Hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-003-127-3
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.630.. THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr
70 80 90 100
62
Ni BASE CCNMERCUL CAST GAHHA/6ANHA PRINE ALLOTS 02-04-003-127-4














- 2 0 0 . 0







1 1 I I 1 1 1 I I
ICE DATA
TINE.hr AU/A.ig/d2
0 00 0 . 0 0














COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-127-4









T R K R U T l L E > . d ( 1 1 0 > i 3 . 3 0 A .










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-127-5
1150*C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 3.251»» THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




connCRCUL CAST CAiiiiA/c«nn« PRIHE ALLOTS 02-04-003-127-6
1150'C l.OObr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 3.251» THICK STATIC AIR
































10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIHE.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-094-3
1093°C l.OOhr ClfCLES 100.OOhr TEST 3.226mm THICK STATIC AIR


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TlME.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST tAHNA/GAMMA PRINE ALLOTS
IO?3'C 1-OOhr CTCLES
02-01-003-096-4
100.OOhr TEST 3.277»» THICK STATIC AIR





10 20 30 40 SO 60
TlltE.hr























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-003-096-6
















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IN-lOO 1038°C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-003-098-3
lOO.OOhr TEST 3.251ml THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAHMA/GAMHA PRIME ALLOTS
1038*C l.OOhr CrCLES
02-04-003-098-4
lOO.OOhr TEST 3.277mm THICK STATIC AIR
1-5,




10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr
70 80 90 100












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
'-. 1038°C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST


























COHMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-004-041-4
-0.0,
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 6.500dm THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-5.0
-10.0
























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAUMS PRIME ALLOTS







FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-004-041-4












COMMERCIAL CAST GAHHA/CAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C I.OObr CYCLES 100.OObr TEST 6.500i
-0.0,









10 20 30 40 50 40
TIME.hr

















































































































COMMERCIAL CAST 6AMMA/6AMHA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-004-007-4
1000'C l.OObr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST «.SOO» THICK STATIC AIRITN D-74B4)
0.4,







10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIHE.hr






































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-005-041-2
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 6.500nn THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-50
-100
I I J I J I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr






















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS • 02-04-005-041-2
• 1150'C t.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 6.50Oral THICK STATIC AIR















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
USO'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-005-321-1
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.321on» THICK STATIC AIR















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS . 02-04-005-321-1





























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l.OObr CTCLES
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHAI








1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1























































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-005-324-1
UOO'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.330mm THICK STATIC AIR










































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
IN-738 . 1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-005-324-1








UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
2.88A.

































I I 1 1 I I 1 1 1






















































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME A'LLOYS 02-04-007-323-2
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.3t6mn THICK STATIC AIR



































0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
TIME.hr
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS ' 02-04-007-323-2
IN-792»Hf 1150°C l .OOhr CYCLES l O O . O O h r TEST 2.316mm THICK STATIC AIR
X - R A Y DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
NiO NiO
SPINEL, a 0 =8.30A. SPINEL. a 0 =8.30A.









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-007-323-5
11SO;C l.OOhr C1CLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.236«» THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANCE OAT*
5 -100.0
-200 .0
10 20 30 40 50 60
TINE.hr




















"' B«SE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-007-323-5

























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C 1 .OOhr CTCLES
02-04-007-337-5
100.OOhr TEST 2.322mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANCE DATA
I I
10 20 30 I SO 60
TINE.hr




















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRINE ALLOTS
IN-792»Ht 1150'C 1.OOhr CTCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-007-337-5






TRKRUT lLE) .d<110M3.30A .
Cr20,
( N i . C o . F e ) T i 0 3
Ni(H.IK»04 TTPE 1












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMrtA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-007-310-2
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.302H THICK STATIC AIR








































20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIHE.hr
COMMERCIAL CAST GAHHA/GAHMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-007-310-2



















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-007-326-2
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.315ram THICK STATIC AIR























0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME.hr
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS





























































COMMERCIAL CAST GAHNA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-007-326-5
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.304.1 THICK STATIC AIR









































Hi BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
IN-792«Hf 1100'C I.OOhr CTCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-007-326-5


























COMMERCIAL CAST CAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES
, 02-04-007-336-5
200.00hr TEST 2.306M THICK STATIC AIR








































Hi BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-007-336-5























COMMERCIAL CAST CAnnA/GAHHA PRIME ALLOTS
IISO'C l.OObr CTCLES
02-04-031-328-3
IDO.OOhr TEST 2.310«« THICK STATIC AIR





10 20 30 40 SO 60
TItlE.hr























COMMERCIAL CAST 6AMMA/GAKMA PRIKE ALLOTS 02-04-031-328-3








TRKRUTILE ) .d<UOU3 .30A .












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-01-031-327-3
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.304m» THICK































1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T lME.h r
0 . 0 0
1 00
15.00
3 0 . 0 0
45 .00
60.00
































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS









FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02 -04 -031 -327 -3


















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-008-225-1
75.00hr TEST 2.157ma THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA









10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS ' 02-04-008-225-1




























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-008-225-2
75.00hrTEST 2.l55mn THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I
10 20 30 10 50 60
TIME.hr









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS



















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-008-225-2










COMHERCIAl CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
UOO'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-008-310-3
200.00hr TEST 2.2971* THICK STATIC AIR


























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS







































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
MAR-H-200'Hf 1150°C 1 .OOhr CYCLES l O O . O O h r TEST 2.304mm
02-04-009-225-3
THICK STATIC AIR



















































0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
TIME.hr
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-009-225-3
MAR-M-200>Hf 1150"C 1.OOhr CYCLES 100 .OOhr TEST 2.304mm THICK STATIC AIR





H i ( W , M o > 0 4 TYPE 1
SPINEL. a0=8.10A.
SP1MEL. a0=8.25A.
T K I < R U T I L E > . d ( l I O K 3 . 3 0 A .
Hf02





N i C H . M o l O * TYPE 1














IISO'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.304ua THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
J I I J I I J I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS


































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS . 02-04-010-225-4
DS-MAR-M-200*Hf 1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.290mm THICK STATIC AIR















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr










Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-010-225-4





















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-010-225-5
DS-MAR-M-200'Hf 1150'C l.OOhrCTCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.297oo THICK STATIC AIR






I J I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr
70 80 90 100
N i BASE
DS-MAR-M-200»Hf






























FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX














COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1100'C 0.03hr CYCLES
02-04-009-310-4
200.00hr TEST 2.300nm THICK STATIC AIR




















20 40 60 80 100 120
TIME.hr



















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-009-310-4




















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-010-310-5
DS-MAR-M-200'Hf ItOO'C l.OOhr CTCLES 20D.OOhr TEST 2.324mn THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-25.
-50.































FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-011-321-4
0.,
1150'C I'.OOhr CTCLES l O O . O O h r TEST 2.248nmi THICK














10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr














COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-011-321-4







A I 2 0 3













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-011-324-4
115.OOhr TEST 2.268»« THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0.0,
-250.0
- 5 0 0 . 0
























Ni BASE COMMERCIAL C A S T G A M M A / G A M M A PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-011-324-4
MAR-M-211 1100'C l . O O h r CTCLES 115 .OOhr TEST 2.268« THICK S T A T I C AIR
X - R A T D IFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE
200 hr
S T A N D A R D SURFACE
N i ( H . M o ) 0 4 TTPE 1
SPINEL. a 0 = 8 . 0 5 A .
SPINEL. a 0 = 8 . 2 5 A .
TRHRUTILE) .d<nO>S3 .30 f t .
NiO

















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-012-322-3
1150'C l.OOtir CTCLES l O O . O O h r TEST 2.238m THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-012-322-3


















T R K R U T I L E ) . d < 11 0 H3 .30A.
98
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GArWA/6AltHA PRIME ALLOTS
MAR-H-246 1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.00hr TEST 2




















1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TlME.hr



































20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TINE.hr
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
HAR-H-246 1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.00hr TEST
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-012-325-3














TRKRUTILE) ,d< 11 0>S3 .30A.







COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-013-322-1
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.181mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA











10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-013-322-1














SPINEL. a 0 =8.30A.
N i (W,Mo>0 , ) TYPE 1
TRKRUTILE>.d<110K3.30A.
Cr203





COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-013-325-1
200.00hr TEST 2.18311 THICK STATIC AIR









































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
MAR-M-421 1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.00hr TEST
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-013-325-1
















T R K R U T I L E > . d ( l 1 0 > i 3 . 3 0 A .
Cr203
UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
2.72A. .
101
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-021-041-3
NASA-TRH-VI-A 1150°C 1.OOhr CTCLES 100.OOhr TEST 6.50000 THICK STATIC AIR






-1.0 I I I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr



















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NASA-TRH-VI-A 1150°C 1.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-021-041-3















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-021-078-3










































0 ' 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
TIME.hr
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
NASA-TRH-VI-A 1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST
X-RAY- DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-021-078-3




























1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 6.530mn> THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I J I I
10 20 30 40 50 6
TIME.hr




















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NASA-TRH-VI-A 1150°C 1 .OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-021-078-6




























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA'PRIME ALLOTS
HSO'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-021-101-4
lOO.OOhr TEST 2.787ao THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
J I
10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS




































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-021-101-5
IflO.OOhr TEST 2.690mm THICK STATIC AIR






















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-021-129-1
-A 1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST l.lSOonTHICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA






















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PR I HE ALLOYS 02-04-021-129-3
1150°C l-.OOhr CfCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.29lmro THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr








COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-021-129-4
USO'C l .OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.293raa THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA






















10 20 30 40 50 £0
TIME.hr
70 80 90 100
109
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS ' • 02-04-021-129-5
NASA-TRM-VI-A ' 1150'C" 1 .OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 1.149mm THICK STATIC AIR








I I I J I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS


















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-021-129-5











Hi BASE . COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS • . • 02-04-021-129-6
NASA-TRH-VI -A . .
 L 1150'C 1 .OOhr CYCLES 100. OOhr TEST 2.292mo THICK' -STATIC AIR




































0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
TIHE.hr
, Ni BASE COHMERC I AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-021-129-


















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-021-204-5









































: ' - •>
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
TIME.hr
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-021-204-5
NASA-TRH-VI-A . 1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.754mm THICK STATIC AIR
X-RAY DIFFRACTION. DATA
SURFACE SPALL
100 hr 100 hr
STANDARD SURFACE COLLECTED SPALL
AI203











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/SAUNA PRIHE ALLOTS
IIOO'C 1 .OObr CYCLES
02-04-021-001-4
lOO.OOhr TEST 6.500» THICK STATIC AIR<TN D-74B4)








10 20 30 40 SO 60
TinE.hr



















































































































FACE CENTERED CUBIC HATRIX
SPALL ' - '
8 hr










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-021-103-1
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 1000.OOhr TEST «.240«« THICK STATIC AIR















































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/CAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-021-103-1
1100'C l . O O h r CTCLES 1000.OOhr TEST 6.240»« THICK STATIC AIR
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr 500 hr





600 hr 400 hr
SURFACE NOT SATISFACTORT-NO XRD COLLECTED SPALL
NiO
TRI(RUTILE).d(110)i3.30A.
T R I ( R U T I L E ) . d < 1 1 0 K 3 . 3 0 A .




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-021-103-2
1100'C I.OOIir CTCLES 1000.OObr TEST 6.240.. THICK STATIC AIR
























100 200 300 400 500 600
TIME.hr




















, Ni BASE> COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS ' 02-04-021-103-2
NASA-TRM-VI-A . 1100*C l.OOhr CTCLES 1000.OObr TEST 6.2"OBH THICK STATIC AIR
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr 500 hr




600 hr 600 hr





Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
NASA-TRM-VI-A 1100'C 1 .OOhr CTCLES 1000. OOhr TEST


















































































Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-021-103-6
NASA-TRM-VI-A 1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 1000.OOhr TEST 6.240m THICK STATIC AIR
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
SURFACE SPALL
500 hr 500 hr






600 hr 600 hr
SURFACE NOT SATISFACTORT-NO XRD COLLECTED SPALL
NiO
TRKRUTILE) ,d( 11 0»3 .30A.
TRKRUTILE), d( 11 0 )$3 .30A .
SPINEL. ag-8.25A.




Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NASA-TRH-VI-A nOO'C 1 .OOhr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.737mm























































.- .. .0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME.hr
Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST. GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS


























SPINEL. a 0 =8 .10A.
Al,03
TRI<RUTILE>.d(110K3.30A.








COMMERCIAL CAST 6AHMA/6AMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-021-005-6
1000'C l.OObr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST i.SOOn THICK STATIC AIRCTN D-7484)
0.5,













10 20 30 40 50 40
TIHE.br



















































































































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-027-102-3
1150'C 1.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.632nm THICK





10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr






















Ni BASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
NX-188 1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-027-102-3





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-027-10276
1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.640mm THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-25
-SO.






















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr










COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C lOO.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
02-04-027-139-4
2.662am THICK STATIC AIR







10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr
70 80 90 100
COMMERCIAL CAST GAHMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C lOO.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-027-139-4


















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-025-108-6
1150°C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 1.807mcii THICK



























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr











COHHERC1AL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
USO'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-025-108-3
100.OOhr TEST 1.750no THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
























T R I ( R U T I L E > . d < 1 1 0 K 3 . 3 0 A .




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
IIOO'C 1 .OOhr CTCLES
02-04-025-232-3
200.OOhr TEST 1.798«« THICK STATIC AIR


























































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GA*!1A PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l . O O h r CTCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-025-232-3





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/CAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-016-108-4
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 0.795mn THICK STATIC AIR












10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr
70 80 90 100
COMMERCIAL CAST GAHMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
















FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-016-108-4
















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-016-108-5
IISO'C l.OOhrCTCLES 100.OOhr TEST 0.133am THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIHE ALLOTS
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-016-232-6
.200.00llr TEST 0.800» THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
O O O






































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-016-232-6
















Ni QASE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-017-322-4
RENE 125 1150'C l .OOhr CYCLES 100. OOhr TEST 2.340mm THICK STATIC AIR
0.0























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NGE DATA
TIME.hr A W / A . m g / c m ?














COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-017-322-4

























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-017-325-4
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.34loin THICK STATIC AIR











































20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME.hr
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-017-325-4





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150°C 1 .OOhr CYCLES
02-04-019-101-1
100.OOhr TEST 1 .657nm> THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr












1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 1.680mm THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr






















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-101-2

















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-107-3
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.433mm THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-107-6
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.4l5on THICK STATIC AIR




I JL I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr






















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-107-6

























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-204-6
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.427mm THICK STATIC AIR












10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr
70 80 90 100
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS









































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1150'C 1.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-019-321-3
100.OOhr TEST 2.315oo THICK STATIC AIR












10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-019-321-3
























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-115-1
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.434mm THICK
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-0.0
-2.5
-5.0 I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr













COMMERCIAL CAST GANMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS



































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-019-115-2
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.434oo THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-190-1
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.83lmm THICK STATIC AIR









































20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME.hr
COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-019-190-1
















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-019-324-3
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.3l5nm THICK STATIC AIR

























Ni BASE CDitMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
























SPINEL. a 0 = 8 . 1 0 A .



















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOrS 02-04-032-322-2
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.338mm THICK





10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr













COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS

































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-032-325-2
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.33S«« THICK STATIC AIR






































































"i B*SE COMMERCIAL CAST GAMHA/CAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
TRM-R IIOO'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.00hr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-04-032-325-2




























COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-022-321-4
100.OOhr TEST 2.310mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I J I I _L I
10 20 30 '40 50 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS


































COMMERCIAL HOT MORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIBE ALLOTS 02-13-016-323-6
1150'C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 1.760» THICK




10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr
























COMMERCIAL HOT MORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES l O O . O O h r TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
02-13-016-323-6




















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-022-251-1
200.00hr TEST 1.752n« THICK STATIC AIR



























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (
T I H E . h r
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COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS









FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
02-04-022-251-1












COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C 1.OOhr CTCLES
02-04-022-251-2
200.OOhr TEST 1.756«« THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0.
-25.
- 5 0 .
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
T I M E . h r
T lHE .h r





6 0 . 0 0
75 .00
9 0 . 0 0




1 6 0 . 0 0
175.00
190.00
2 0 0 . 0 0
AM/A.«g/CB 2


















C O M M E R C I A L CAST G A M M A / G A M M A PRIME A L L O T S 02-04-022-251-2
1100'C l . O O h r CTCLES 2 0 0 . O O h r TEST 1.7S6n« THICK S T A T I C A IR




SPINEL . 8 0 = B . 1 5 A .
T R K R U T I L E ) . d < l 1 0 ) l 3 . 3 0 A .
A I 2 0 3





SPINEL. a 0 = 8 . 2 5 A .
T R K R U T I L E ) . d( 11 0)i3 .30A .
Cr203




connERCUL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l.OOhr CYCLES
02-04-022-246-1
200.00hr TEST 1.729m THICK STATIC AIR











































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C 1 .OOhr CTCLES
02-04-022-269-1
200.OOhr TEST 1.732o£ THICK STATIC AIR






































20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
7IME.hr
147
Ni BASE C O M M E R C I A L HOT W O R K E D G A M M A / G A M M A PRIME A L L O Y S
U-700 1100 'C l . O O h r C Y C L E S 2 0 0 . 0 0 h r T E S T 1 .762
















- 4 0 .









1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TIME.h r
0 . 0 0
1 .00
15.00
3 0 . 0 0
4 5 . 0 0
60 .00
7 5 . 0 0
9 0 . 0 0
1 0 0 . 0 0
115.00














































COMMERCIAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l . O O h r CYCLES 200.00hr TEST 1.762n





















COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-022-324-6
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.308BD THICK STATIC AIR










































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMM A / G A M M A PRIME ALLOTS
1100'C l . O O h r CTCLES 200.OOhr TEST 2.308mi


























COMMERCIAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-13-016-326-4
1100'C l.OOhr CTCLES 200.0Qtir TEST 1 .748ms THICK
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA





























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 <
















2 0 0 . 0 0
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200





















COMMERCIAL HOT WORKED GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-023-321-5
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.329ora THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I
10 20 30 '10 50 60
TIME.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS
































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-023-324-5
1100'C l . O O h r C T C L E S 200 .00h r T E S T 2.319m THICK S T A T I C A IR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANCE DATA .
uj -100
S -200.






































COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-023-324-5








Ni <U.Mo>0 4 TTPE 2
TRI(RUTILE).d(110)S3.30A.











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOTS 02-04-024-102-4
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.725mm THICK STATIC AIR
























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr









COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-024-102-5
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.705mni THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA











10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr











COMMERCIAL CAST GAMMA/GAMMA PRIME ALLOYS 02-04-024-102-5






















lOO.OOhr TEST 2.51Sno THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-50





















10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr














100-OOhr TEST 2.523mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I I














70 80 90 100



































l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.338nm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CHANGE DATA
J_ I I
























70 80 90 100
03-02-003-323-1





















l .OOhr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST 2.330mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
-50
-100.







































l.OOhr CYCLES 200.00hr TEST
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
03-02-003-310-1













Co BASE C A S T (TURBINE) ALLOTS
HAR-M-509 1100'C 1 . O O h r C T C L E S 200. O O h r TEST 2 .327mm



































































20 40 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIHE.hr








FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
1.OOhr CTCLES 200.OOhr TEST
X-RAT DIFFRACTION DATA
03-02-003-326-4










CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-002-099-1
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.720mm THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr




CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-002-099-2
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2,694am THICK
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1150'C 1 .OOhr CYCLES
03-02-002-105-4
100.OOhr TEST 2.651mm THICK STATIC AIR
























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr




CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-002-105-5
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.657nm THICK








































l .OOhr CYCLES 1 0 0 . O O h r TEST
X - R A Y DIFFRACTIBN DATA
03-02-002-105-5

















CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-002-128-5
1150'C I.OOhr CTCLES 75.00hr TEST 3.226ft THICK
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TIHE.hr







lOO.OOhr TEST 3.226.. THICK STATIC AIR


























10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIHE.hr







lOO.OOhr TEST 3.224no THICK STATIC AIR
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TIME.hr











































Co BASE C A S T (TURBINE) ALLOTS
HI-52 1093 'C O . O S h r CTCLES BS .OOhr TEST

























































































FACE CENTERED CUBIC MATRIX
03-02-002-151-1













SS.OOHr TEST 3.277.. THICK STATIC AIR














































10 20 30 40 50 40
TIHE.Iir




CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-002-140-4
1038*C I.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 3.251«» THICK STATIC AIR












1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (


































UNKNOWN LINES, d VALUES
1.7«A.
03-02-002-140-4










CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-002-140-5
1036'C l . O O h r CTCLES l O O . O O h r TEST 3.226u THICK S T A T I C A IR
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TltlE.hr














lOO.OOhr TEST 3.226nm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
I I I I
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lOO.OOhr TEST 3.2Slnn THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
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TIHE.hr







lOO.OOhr TEST 3.258nm THICK STATIC AIR
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TIHE.hr










CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS ' 03-02-001-095-4
1150'C I.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 3.270mm THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
1 1 1 1 1 1
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03-02-001-095-4

















CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-001-105-3
1150*C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 2.521nn THICK





10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr











































CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS 03-02-001-105-6
USO'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 2.S68aa THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr





1150'C l.OODr CTCLES 45.00hr TEST
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
03-02-001-128-3



















10 20 30 40 SO 60
TIME.hr




CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-001-128-6
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES 100.OOhr TEST 3.150«« THICK STATIC AIR

























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-001-146-3
1150'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 3.2Slon THICK
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANGE DATA
0.0
-100.0
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TIHE.hr







lOO.OOhr TEST 3.251mm THICK STATIC AIR
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CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS 03-02-001-096-5
1093'C l.OOhr CTCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 3.251n» THICK




























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIME.hr




CAST (TURBINE) ALLOTS ' 03-02-001-131-5
1093*C O.OShr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 0.128nmi THICK STATIC AIR




I I I I
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lOO.OOhr TEST 3.25H* THICK STATIC AIR
SPECIFIC HEIGHT CHANCE DATA
-50.0
- 1 0 0 . 0
- 1 5 0 . 0 I
10 20 30 40 50 60
TlHE.tir













































































100.OOhr TEST 3.251*1 THICK STATIC AIR
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TlME.hr




CAST (TURBINE) ALLOYS 03-02-001-098-4
1038'C l.OOhr CYCLES lOO.OOhr TEST 3.251am THICK


























10 20 30 40 50 60
TIHE.hr
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